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The Glacier Retirement Fund Solution gives you more.

Elton James, Head of Corporate Business at Glacier by Sanlam, unpacks how the Glacier 
Retirement Fund Solution enables employers and the trustees of their respective retirement funds, 
to offer fund members a much wider range of investment choices within their employer retirement 
fund.  Employees also have the opportunity, with the help of their financial intermediary, to be more 
involved in their investment decision-making around their retirement fund, giving them investment 
flexibility, transparency and choice – provided the Glacier Solution is an approved option in the 
employer’s offering. 

How to save enough and invest with confidence

One of the steps to retiring with confidence is ensuring that you’re making a large enough 
contribution towards your employer’s retirement fund. All retirement funds offer investment 
strategies, managed by respected asset managers, within strict mandates. However, they may not 
necessarily fit investors’ individual circumstances regarding risk and asset allocation.

You may have an investor who prefers to participate in the investment decisions in their portfolio. 
They have specific needs and goals, and they have a strategy to meet them that they’ve designed 
with their intermediary. They may therefore want to have a little more flexibility and 
maneuverability in the underlying funds. “They can”, says Elton, “that’s what the Glacier Retirement 
Fund Solution enables them to do”.

What the Glacier Retirement Fund Solution offers

In a nutshell, the Glacier Retirement Fund Solution gives fund members the opportunity to tailor 
their investment portfolio in their employer’s pension or provident fund to their unique needs and 



circumstances, and as part of their diversified investment plan.

Here’s what the Solution offers:

1. Choice – Glacier has a wide range of underlying investment funds available, as well as the 
option to invest in individual shares and exchange traded funds (ETFs).

Flexibility. Members can switch and rebalance[1] their portfolio at no additional cost and to 
suit their needs and their risk profile at any point in time.

Freedom and control. Members can tailor their pension or provident fund to match their risk 
appetite and personal financial circumstances, more accurately. For example, they may wish 
to fully utilise their offshore exposure in developed or emerging markets. The default options 
on their employer’s retirement fund may have offshore exposure but may not be fully utilising 
the offshore limit and will also be guided by mandated exposure. The Glacier option gives 
them this freedom to maximise their desired asset class exposure, within Regulation 28 of 
the Pension Funds Act guidelines. Furthermore, as they approach retirement, they can 
control the asset allocation in line with their first few years of retirement, by taking risk off 
the portfolio and apportioning it appropriately.

Seamless transfer. If a fund member leaves their job, their benefits can be transferred 
without exiting the markets. When they leave their employer’s retirement fund, their benefits 
can be transferred to a preservation fund, or if they’re retiring, they can invest in a retirement 
income plan on Glacier’s platform.

Transparency. The fees are charged for the administration and management of the 
investment and are set out in the application form, and the contract.

Access to our technology platforms. The client and their intermediary will have access to our 
technology platforms that offer statements, transaction capability and real-time pricing, 
placing more control in their hands.

How to invest in the Glacier Retirement Fund Solution

Clients may select the Glacier Retirement Fund Solution if their employer has approved this 
solution as part of their retirement fund offering. Qualifying criteria will differ from fund to 
fund.Having met their fund’s qualifying criteria, the fund member can take ownership of their 
retirement and invest in a way that suits their specific individual circumstances and needs, as 
determined by themselves and their financial intermediary.

Own your retirement

“For an employee, their retirement fund is probably their biggest retirement investment. Many 



members simply tick the box and contribute to their pension or provident fund without regular 
review. Too often, members only take an interest in their employer’s retirement fund as they 
approach their retirement date. The Glacier Retirement Fund Solution allows them to ‘own’ their 
retirement in advance. It means that they can now plan the retirement they deserve, long before 
they leave formal employment for good”, says Elton.

If a client is accustomed to a great measure of control over their financial matters, alongside their 
financial intermediary, then this freedom and control are also within reach in their employer’s 
retirement fund with the Glacier Retirement Fund Solution.

[1] A switch is when you request one or more funds to be moved within your investment plan. You 
therefore request a change in the composition of the funds in your investment.

Rebalancing means you want to reshuffle your entire portfolio. You can choose to invest in a new 
selection of funds. This can also be done if you want to invest different proportions in your current 
underlying funds.

Glacier Financial Solutions (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider.
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In his portfolio as head of Corporate Business, Elton is responsible for overseeing all corporate 
accounts, asset manager relationships and the Glacier Retirement Fund Solution. Elton has 
obtained a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of Stellenbosch (1998); an 
Advanced Certificate in Financial Planning from the University of the Free State (2008); and he 
has completed the Sanlam Senior Management Development Programme (SMDP) at the 
University of Stellenbosch Business School (2011).



This document is intended for use by clients, alongside their financial intermediaries. The information in this document is 
provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as the rendering of advice to clients. Although we have taken 
reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy of the information, neither Sanlam nor any of its subsidiaries accept any liability whatsoever 
for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of, or reliance in any manner on the information provided in this 
document. For professional advice, please speak to your financial intermediary.
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